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Abstract

Experiments using monochromated Synchrotron radiation revealed that for

19 3
densities of the order of 10 atoms/cm and more xenon exhibits a

continous photoresponse excitation spectrum below the atomic ionizatioti

Potential (12.12 eV). The lover limit of the continuum is at about

11.10 eV, the energy difference between the ground state of the mole-

cular ion Xe! and that of the free atom. This is attributed to the

Hornbeck-Molnar process occurring at the line wings äs weil äs at the

line centres. Dips appearing in the continuum very near to positions

of atomic lines are discussed invoking the quasi-static theory.

to be published in Phys. Ru-v. A
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H has been repeatedly pointed out that liquid xenon near the triple

pcint has electronic properties simllar to that of a crystalline photo-
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conducting insulator: the electron mobility is very high; ' there

exists a rather sharp photoconduction threshold very near to the position

of the threshold in the solid ; excitonic peaks äs in the solid are
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observed in the reflection spectrum of the liquid äs well . Following

the evolution of the exciton peaks vith density brings out that the

ptaks are distinct from atomic lines broadened and shifted by molecular

interactions ' . Thus xenon can serve äs a convenient model System '

for the study of the evolution of energy bands of a non-metal with the

decrease of interatomic distance simply by recording the changes of

the electionic properties upon gradual comprestion of the gas to den-

sities nearing that of the solid.

The experiments were perfomed using the Synchrotron radiation source

in HASYLAB flt the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron in Hamburg. The Ho-

nonni monochromator, cryostat and data-acquistion System was used. The

stainless steel samplecell was equipped with a LiF front window; the

inner side of the window was covered by a pair of intertwined gold elec-

crodes prepared by sputtering. The interelectrode distance was 0.36 mm;

for all experiments a potential difference of 2 V was applied. Ultra-

high vacuum could be achieved in the cell; the cell could also withstand

pressures of up to 100 atmospheres. Temperature variations from 77 K

to <*00 K could. also be obtained with the same construction. Deutsche

l'Air Liquide K 47 grade xenon gas was used without further purifica-

tion. The all-stainless-steel gas-handling System was baked under

pumping for several hours before starting the experiments; the base
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pressure in the System and in the cell was of the order of 10 torr.

Before letting in the xenon gas, the system and the cell were repeatedly

purged by helium at pressures of several atmoapheres.

Figure l. showa the observed photocurrent (without corrections or nor-

_ l g T

malization) at a low density {̂  10 atoms/cm ) äs a function of the

photoo energy of the incident light. The current peaks coincide in

Position with the respective atomic lines, but they are considerably

broader. The instrumental line width at half height was about 0.02 eV.

No photoresponse was seen below the 11 .160 eV peak. Above the highest

energy peak shown the LiF cutoff prevented f urther oberservations ; in

fact, even the two highest-energy peaks in Fig. 2 fal l in the absorption

edge region of the window and therefore their shape and height could

not be rendered correctly. It is of interest to compare these results

with those obtained by Huf fman and Katayama . These authors measured

ionization currenta at number densities much lower (l torr or less)

than in our work. All lines observed by these authors and situated at

photon energies hv < 11 .85 eV were seen in the course of the present

work äs well (Fig. 2 ) , though somewhat broadened. The hierarchy of

intensities is also similar for the tuo works. Because of the general

broadening, the two neighbouring lines associated wi th the 9s Ll^]

and 5d" [ iViJ levels are not resolved in Fig. 2, though they are

distinct in Ref. 11; the same is true about the two levels SdtlHJ0

and 10s[lh]°. The transitions to the levels 9d£0^]° (H.SOleV) and

9d[lk] (11.835 eV) were not observed in Ref. 11, since the intensity

of the argon continuum source employed by Huffman and Katayama vaa zero

in this spectral region.

The use of a closed cell in the present work (see also Ref. 12) made

possible to study the inflnence of increasing density on the photoioni-

zation excitation spectrum.Tlie photoresponse, äs presented in Fig. 2,

was obtained f rom the photoelectric current measured at 2 volts by

norma]ization to equal number of incident photons and d iv is ion by the

electron mobili ty. For the normalization, the relat ive number of photons

passing through the LiF window was measXired äs a f u n c i t o n of photon

2
energy. Division by the .zero-field electron mobi l i ty was necessar>

in order to separate the density-dependence of the mobil i ty from the

density-dependence of the carrier concentrat ion. Figure 2 presenta the

photoresponse at four densit ies at room temperature, corre.sponding to

a pressure ränge of about 50 millibar to 40 harr . The graphs were

selected from an extensive seriea covering this density ränge in such

a manner äs to emphasize the quali tat ive changes. Note that for h\ >

1 1 . 7 eV the spectrum refers to a strongly absorbing region of the li-

thium f luoride window, thus the correction for the absorption is large

and therefore no quantitative conclusions should be drawn from the

graphs in this region.

When comparing the four graphs of F ig . 2 the f o l l o w i n g points stand

out:

a. The loweat-density graph exhibits peaksj in the next one presented

the peaks become dips on a slowly varying background. With increasing

the density further, the dips ahift to lower photon energies, broaden

and eventually wash out.
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b. The photoresponse for p ̂  10 cm is smaller than that at the

higher densities by an order of roagnitude. However, for the other three

densities not onLy the ordet of raagnitude stays the same, bat, if the

minima are disregarded, the spectra can be f i t ted with envelopes of

roughly sinülar shapes and heights (ignoring, äs auggested above, the

region hu > 11 .7 eV) .

c. The envelopes of the three higher-density graphs drop sharply on

the low-energy side. The position of this threshold sh i f t s slightly

with increasing density to lower photon energies: from 11.16 eV for

p - 0.41x10 ° atoms/cm to 1 1 . 1 1 eV at the htghest density presented.

d. For the three spectra correaponding to the higher densities there is

a low-energy tail beyond the drop toentioned in "c". With increaaing

density this tail appears already at lower photon energies and its

contribution to the photoresponse at the position of the drop becoroes

roore and more significant. At still higher densities, re'ported separa-

tely this tail becomes the dominant fea ture of the spectrum.

Figure 3 shows the photon energies of the varioiis peaks and the respec-

tive dips äs a function of the nutnber density, It is seen that the ge-

neral trend is a slight shift to lower photon energies with increasing

density. Simultaneously ths dipa become hroader and shallower, äs

demonstrated in Fig. 2.

For the discussion of the mechanism underlying the reported e f f ec t s

it is uaefu l to note again that the envelope of the photoresponse

continuum (above ^ 11,l eV) changes little with density in a wide rangev
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though for the same density ränge the low-energy tail changes markedly.

At densities above those discussed here this tail can be shown to

be due to photoconductivity proper, namely to excitations into a quasi-

free atate (conduction band), the poaition of which is determined by

the average interaction of thermal or nearly-thermal electrons with

the medium. Therefore one is naturally led to the assumption that, in

contrast with the effects in the tail, roost of the response at the den-

sities in question is due to photoionization and governed by atoraic or

molecular interactions.

It was seen in Figure l that at the lowest densities photoresponse appears

at the positions of atomic absorption lines, for photon energies well

below the ionization energy (12.12 eV) of the free xenon atom. As in

Ref. I I , the response is attributed to photoionization via the Hornbeck-

14

Molnar process . In this proceas an excited atom Xe interacts with a

ground state atom forming a molecular ion and a free electron:

Xe + hv H- Xe

Xe -r Xe •+ Xe •+• Xe. * e™ . . . ö l

Direct ionization of Xe. in supersonic beams showed * that for these

processea to take place there is no need for collision with a further

Xe atom. For these processes the photon energy hv must conform with the

inequality

I(Xe) - hv



where I (Xe) represents the ionization energy of the xenon atom and

D{Xe„) the dissociation energy of the xenon molecular ion. The very

small kinetic energies and the negligible energy of the vibrational

ground state of Xe were ignored in the above considerations. The

threshold energy can be calculated äs

IG(Xe) -

where I (Xe-) is adiabat ic ionizat ion potential and DfXe , , ) the dis-

sociation energy of the van der Waals molecule Xe,. Substituting

numerical values from the work of Dehmer and Dehmer" into Eq. 3 we

obtain for the threshold energy the value of 1 1 , 1 0 eV, Cm the other

hand Figure 2 shows that the photoresponse continuum sets in at

1 1 . 1 1 to 1 1 . 1 6 eV, depending on the density, in good agreement with

the above threshold. This fad suggests that all photoresponse in

the continuum whether at the atomic lines or not, should be at t r ibuted

to the Hornbeck-Molnar process. Such a generalization of the Hornbeck-

Molnar process for a cont inuum of photon energies also fo l lows fron;

considering the thecry relevant at the densities in question to the

absorption line witigs, namely the nearest-neighbour quasi-static

approximat ion. According to th is approximation, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the frequency V at each point of the wing of

an absorption line and the dis tance r of the excited atom to its nea-

rest neighbour, the exact funct ional relationship between r and V

being given by the details of the conf igura t ional energy diagram. It

is neverthelesa clear that detreasing v on the low-frequency side of

the absorption line implies «fcitation of atoms with lower values of r

along the potential curve representing at t ract ion between the excited

atora and its nearest neighbour. One may assume that sinailer r implies

less probability of the excimer to decay by channels other than the

formatior. of the molecular ion and concurrent l iberation of an

electron. It fo l lows that the red wing of an absorption line can make

a considerable contribution to the Hornbeck-Molnar process. This

fact , along with the above comparison of the energy thresholds, leads

tc the rc-alization that the photoionizatior. response by means oi the

Hornbeck-Mulnar process ai. an a tomic abstirption line should man i fe s t

äs a rather broad band, especially at higher densit ies. The overlap

of a set of ne ighbout ing bands creates the continuous absorption seen

in Fig. 2. This is the central result of the present study =

One of the most striking features of Fig. 2 is the appearance of inver-

ted peaks at higher densit ies. At f i r s t s ight it is tempting to attri-

bute the observed Inversion to the dependence of the l i fe t ime of the

liherated electrons on the penetration depth of the incident radiat ion.

Accordingly the penetration depth d = l/a (a being the absorption

coef l i c ien t ) at the 3 ine centre v of a seif-broadened l ine is very
o

smal l (."" !0 nm) , t hu s f or the centre the ] if etime might c.onsiderabl>

be shortened due to recombinati on at the Xe-LiF Interface or by energy

transfer effects. On the other hand such surface effects would not

shorten the lifetime for the wings where the penetration depth is larger.

Thus at the wings the lifetime could be appreciably longer than at the

centre, resulting to an inversion of the line. In the density ränge

involved d either atays constant at the line centre or even decreases

somewhat with density while it increases with density in the wings



Even if it stays constant, decreasing of the density would iraply

simply an overall narrowing of the photoresponse prof i le , thus, except

for a narrowing, a similar response would be übtained at low densities

äs at a high one in contrast with experiment. I f , on the other hand,

d for excitation at the line centre decreases with increasing density

the conflict with Experiment is even sharper, since this would imply

that lou densities favour line Inversion and not high ones.

The inost l ikely explanation for the lineshape Inversion is based on

considering the competition between electron liberation via the Horn-

beck-Molnar process and all other decay channels. According to the

above discussion, increase of v -\ implies ttransition with a smaller

«earest-neighbour distance r, Therefore the Hornbeck-Molnar process

becomes wäre dominant the higher the pressure and the larger the value

v -v. In other words, an inversion of the lineshape may occur with
o

increasing density.

The fact that the dips corresponding to atomic lines become broader

and shallower at high densi t ies can also be understood on the

basis of tbe variations of the p r o f i l e of absorption line: wi th in-

creasing density the absorption line profiles broader and f l a t t e n

sinmltaneously and cause broadening of the photoresponse prof i le wi th

simultaneous f lat tening of the dips. The red-shift of the dips and of

the onset with increasing density are at least part ly due to the usual

effect of attractive potentials, including many-body e f fec t s , especially

at higher densities, One of these e f fec t s is expressed by the polariza-

tion energy p* of the hole left in the dense medium after removal of
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•*• l ̂
the electron. For the density ränge involved P has been calculated

to ir.cresse from zero to 0.04 eV, This is nearly equal to the observed

shift (Fig. 2) of the nnset of the Hornbeck-Holnar effer.t with den'ity.

It should also be noted that the sense of Variation of the onset i •,

in füll accord with the expected enhancement of the photoresponse at

the line wings with density. The shift of the dips is markebly larger

than expected from the values of P atone.

The Hurnbeck-Holnar process äs observed for a continuum of photon

energies in the present work, is an interesting novel way of creating

free electrcms in a dense gas and its possible influence should be taken

into account under appropriate conditions, especially when studying

the spectroacopy and dynanics of excinters.
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Figure Captions

Fig. l Photocurrent äs a functiot i of photon energy for
l R ~

(;„ » 10 atoms/cm"".
H

Fig. 2 Photocurrent nornwili z«d dir equal number of incident

phu tuns and divided by the zero-ficld nobi l i ty äs a function

of the ohctov. a n a r g y , at four, densi t ies . The spectra were

taken st roorc temprratur i 1 ,

Fig. 2 Tne dcnsity-depcndcnce of the position of the peaks

(open circles) and dips ( f ü l l circles) corresponding

to six atomic transitions.
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